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Complementing Money Functions: Central Bank 
Digital Currencies and Currency Competition*

Jörg J. Dötsch  – Tamás Ginter  

Central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) are currently one of the most vital issues 
in monetary policy worldwide. While several aspects of the emergence of digital 
currencies have been addressed in the respective literature, little focus has been 
directed to one important underlying parameter: the new role of technology in 
the digital age, which complements the traditional money functions and hence 
may exert an effect on currency competition. In this paper, we first provide an 
overview of money functions, currency competition and digital money. We then state 
that with the emergence of CBDCs, technology has become a new and important 
functional parameter born by the CBDC itself. We conclude that while technological 
competition has arisen as a factor of currency competition, stability remains its 
most decisive factor.
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1. Introduction

Interest in digital currencies – be they state-controlled or private – has emerged 
widely in economic research throughout the past decade. A broad range of studies 
has addressed, amongst other things, the effect of the emergence of privately-
issued digital currencies on monetary policy and financial stability (Bordo – Levin 
2017; Nelson 2017), potential technological advancements and the development 
of new solutions (Auer – Boehme 2020; Maulana et al. 2019), and undesirable 
implications, such as the use for fraudulent and illegal activities (Gilbert – Loi 2018). 
Several aspects of the emergence of digital currencies have been addressed in 
the respective literature. The focus is primarily on the new steering possibilities 
for central banks in the field of monetary policy. In addition, problems of data 
protection on the one hand and questions of consumer behaviour, ranging from 
payment preferences to financial inclusion, on the other hand are discussed.
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It is worth noting that privately-issued digital currencies – “cryptocurrencies” – 
are actually not money in the narrower sense. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied 
that they raise very specific questions of monetary policy, which is subject to new 
conditions in the digital age. This is all the more remarkable as the introduction 
of central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) is currently one of the most vital global 
issues in monetary policy. However, we believe that an adequate assessment of the 
role of CBDCs is only possible if one takes into account the increased complexity in 
the context of currency competition, which is partly due to the existence of digital 
currencies. This is the subject of our paper.

We proceed as follows. Since this is a fundamental question, we first discuss the 
most important characteristics of money and its possible forms and then present 
the role of the money functions. In the second step, we provide a short description 
of the key characteristics of digital money and tackle the most relevant aspects 
of recent technological advancements. Then, in the third step, we link the two 
aforementioned subjects (i.e. money functions and digital currencies) and provide 
a theoretical framework for the description of the new type of complementation 
of money functions and what it means in the context of the emergence of central 
bank digital currencies.

In this perspective of ours, we claim that in conjunction with the development of  
and emerging competition between (central bank) digital currencies, the list of 
money functions must be complemented with that of technological competition. 
Technology itself does not represent a new money function of its own kind. 
But digital technology is a new, indispensable factor in the competition among 
currencies. And within this, focusing on the functionality of money, it is a competitive  
advantage of a CBDC in its direct competition with cryptocurrencies.1 While 
currency competition is a widely discussed phenomenon in the relevant literature 
(see e.g. Eichengreen 2005 and Endres 2009), technological competition has never 
before been treated as part of currency competition. Taking this approach, we 
make a contribution not only to the pertinent body of research, but also offer a 
perspective to stakeholders interested in the development of (central bank) digital  
currencies. 

1  While it is debatable (and is debated in this paper, as well) whether cryptocurrencies are currencies at all, 
we use the term “cryptocurrency” (and not, e.g. crypto asset) not because they are currencies in the stricter 
sense, but they are most commonly referred to as cryptocurrencies in the relevant literature. 
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2. Preliminary considerations on the medial character of money

2.1. Money functions and their preconditions
The role of money is commonly described in terms of a minimum of three and 
sometimes up to six (e.g. Flynn 2018) different money functions. For our purposes, 
we rely on the regularly used, following three functions conceptualised by Menger 
(1892) and Jevons (1876) according to which money is

(1) a means of exchange,

(2) a measure of value or unit of account (numéraire), 

(3) a store of value.

Fiedler et al. (2019:37) point out that money “(…) constitutes a category of its own 
as it is neither an object of consumption (it does not directly satisfy human need) nor 
a means of production (the usefulness of money to allow for increasingly complex 
production process does not depend on its quantity).” 

Prima facie, these functions seem self-evident. For traditional currencies, these 
functions are interrelated and inseparable, so that it would be futile to draw up a 
sequence with regard to importance. They are always bundled. Insofar as we are 
dealing with a medium of interaction, general acceptance would of course be a 
fundamental prerequisite for the functions to come into effect at all. Of course, 
conversely, acceptance necessarily breaks down in the event that only one of the 
functions does not work properly: this is a gateway for currency competition, as 
we will show later in a more differentiated way. However, it is neither sensible to 
isolate the functions from each other in every case nor can they be separated from 
certain preconditions. A few basic remarks on this.

In order to serve as numéraire, the medium must be divisible. To be able to be 
used everywhere it must be transportable, in whatever form. To be able to be used 
anytime and to serve as a store of value it must be durable. And, at least, it must be 
free of manipulation so that the partners in a transaction are not exposed to risks 
for the benefit of third parties. Money must be scarce per se, otherwise it couldn’t 
be a measure of scarcity over time. Since all of these preconditions are always 
important for the functioning of the medium of money, they can be summarised 
under the postulate of a stable money value.2

2  There is a wealth of academic discussion surrounding the demand for a stable monetary value, which cannot 
be fully reproduced here. It is important to note that the monetary functions mentioned cannot operate as 
intended if the value of money is not stable. Friedrich August von Hayek (1999:239) most notably addressed 
this issue from the perspective of private currency competition: “(…) a private institution which must issue 
money in competition with others can only remain in business if it provides the people with a stable money 
which it can trust. The slightest suspicion that the issuer was abusing his position when issuing money would 
lead to a depreciation of its value and would at once drive him out of business.“ With regard to public issuers, 
the same principle applies; they must earn their credibility over time. Considering the institutional context 
and the role of central banks, Friedman (2002:38) further emphasises that it is their responsibility to “(…) 
provide a stable monetary framework for a free economy“.
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These preconditions are important always and everywhere and it is no coincidence 
that have they been discussed for almost as long as money exists (see e.g. Crespo 
2021:459). This discussion “(…) is part of a long historical interaction between 
technology and society” (Söderberg 2018:2). If we consider digital technology as a 
“general purpose technology” (Bresnahan – Trajtenberg 1995), this discussion is 
indeed very urgent today. As we will see, this is about more than the just fact that 
money today no longer needs to be coined to be durable: The requirements for it 
have become more abstract and complex. This leads us to the important aspects 
of the technology and architecture of monetary systems.

2.2. Technology and architecture of monetary systems
Monetary systems are institutional solutions of how money is created and its value 
is protected. Both tasks are interconnected. Fiedler et al. (2019:11) expediently 
distinguish two basic components of monetary systems: their technology and their 
architecture. In simplified terms, the architecture refers to which institutions can 
issue which kind of money under which conditions and in what form it comes into 
circulation. The technology refers to the aspect of the practical realisation, how a 
medium is created or declared to serve as money. According to this, traditionally 
there are three basic types.

(1)  Media used as money can have a value as a commodity and work as “commodity 
money”. Obviously, this can be precious metal,3 but depending on the economic 
situation, it could also be anything else (see, classically, Folz 1970:40). The 
individual actors in the economy can thus decide whether they derive utility 
from the function of a medium as money or from its material value (Köhler 
2019:24).

(2)  Money can be created as a declared equivalent for a good or service. Accordingly, 
money can be created by a central bank, which, for example, ties the money to 
an underlying good with a stable market value, e.g. precious metal. If it sells the 
corresponding precious metal, the money is accordingly withdrawn from the 
economic cycle again (see Köhler 2019:24). Since money was usually linked to 
precious metals in this way of money creation, it is also referred to as metallism 
(see e.g. Cesarano 2014).

(3)  Money can be created by granting credit. Here, the creation of money is not 
preceded by a barter transaction as in the second system. Such a currency, in 
which the medium in the narrower sense has almost no material value anymore, 

3  The fact that gold is the most common form of “commodity money” should not lead to the misconception 
that gold is so particularly suitable for the production of physical money because it is also so highly valued 
as a commodity in other forms. In addition to the technological requirements in the narrower sense, the 
actual cause is rather functional, namely that although gold is available in sufficient quantities, it is one 
thing above all: scarce.
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is accordingly the antithesis of the first system, while the second system occupies 
an intermediate position. The medium of this system is fiat money.

Ultimately, money functions based on the trust that users can receive real value or 
service in exchange. Money serves as both a claim and a promise in all transactions, 
but ultimately, these claims and promises are resolved through the central bank, 
which controls the supply of money.

In developed economies, the third system is usual. It is based on the economic 
argument that it is the most elastic with regard to the dynamics of the economy.4 
On the other hand, there is a political and consistently unspoken argument: people 
in charge are used to being interested in increasing the money supply for political 
purposes, and this is easiest with fiat money. Expansion of the money supply carries 
the risk of inflation.5 In this context, therefore, very important balancing problems 
arise that cannot be discussed in this framework. This problem is not only as old 
as money, it stays with all kinds of money as long as there is no answer to Juvenal: 
“Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?”6 But this is, again, not our topic.

However, fiat money is only accessible in two forms: either in the form of cash, i.e. 
token-based, or in the form of reserves. As far as access to money is concerned, 
the architecture of our recent monetary system is two-tiered. The reserves are 
only accessible to commercial banks. Commercial banks therefore play, in a sense, 
a role as an intermediary that can provide accounts to non-banks, i.e. citizens and 
businesses. Non-banks accordingly have claims on commercial banks in the form 
of these accounts denominated in a currency. Here, the money is correspondingly 
account-based, i.e. the money can be clearly assigned to an owner by a third party 
– the intermediary, a commercial bank (see Brunnermeier et al. 2019:5). For the 
purposes of our contribution, we do not separately treat central bank money in 
the form of cash on the one hand and the money available in the accounts of 
commercial banks on the other. In view of the functionality of money focused on 
here, this would not make much sense. However, it should be noted that central 
banks that are publicly considering the introduction of CBDCs do emphasise its 
quality as central bank money.

4  It is important to note that the flexibility provided to politics by a fiat money system, which allows for the 
cushioning of short-term economic problems through monetary means, can lead to an “inflationary bias”. 
This bias has always resulted in inflation, which ultimately leads to the destabilisation and destruction of 
the money‘s functions, ever since the existence of fiat currencies. See Bernholz (2015:18).

5  This statement is contradicted by modern monetary theorists, see e.g. Mitchell et al. (2016). However, we 
do not address the questions related to MMT in this paper.

6  In English: “Who guards the guardians”. Basically, one of the crucial questions for institutional economics. 
See for example Hurwicz (2008).

http://elibrary.gci.edu.np/bitstream/123456789/576/1/BM-332%5BWilliam_Mitchell%2C_L._Randall_Wray%2C_Martin_Watts%5D_.pdf
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3. Digital currencies

3.1. Context
Why is it necessary to create ‘digital money’ at all? Aren’t the existing currencies 
and monetary systems already sufficient? Numerous aspects play a role here. One 
is the demonstrably gradually diminishing role of cash in transactions in modern 
economies (Harasim 2016). Apparently, more and more payments are being 
made electronically, i.e. also digitally. In this context, many publications mention a 
transition to a “cashless society” as a background (e.g. Fiedler et al. 2019:9). In the 
discourse of monetary theory, one also speaks of “trends of dematerialisation and 
informatisation of money” (Nishibe 2020:314).

There are very different causes for this. For example, the successively lower 
significance of cash may have cultural causes such as the willingness to accept 
innovations, which we assume to be more pronounced e.g. in China than in 
Europe. The possibility to reduce transaction costs in the sense of time and fees is 
an economic argument.7 Indirect network externalities with regard to the spread 
of digital currencies may play a role on certain social platforms that use their own 
currency as a form of community money (see e.g. Brühl 2020). In addition, digital 
currencies may serve as a store of value instead of a central bank currency. They are 
hence used as an asset, a “crypto-asset”, which is “(…) a digital representation of 
value or rights which may be transferred and stored electronically, using distributed 
ledger technology or similar technology” (European Commission 2020:34; see e.g. 
Khan – Hakami 2021:22). Of course, this kind of use is partly speculative (see e.g. 
Khan – Hakami 2021:22).

These phenomena are basically nothing new and, as Fiedler et al. (2019:11) point 
out, electronic payments, transfers, etc. have hardly affected the architecture of 
the monetary system so far. However, the volume speculated within the form of 
crypto-assets should also not obscure the fact that cryptocurrencies call themselves 
currencies, but cannot fulfil the functions briefly outlined above like central bank 
money. Or can they? The next section focusses on the differences between crypto- 
and traditional currencies.

3.2. Differences compared to central bank money
It should be noted that there is no uniform definition for the phenomenon of 
digital currencies (Söderberg 2018:1). This somewhat loose term encompasses 
various forms and it is to be expected that other forms will appear (IMF 2021:5). 
The European Central Bank (ECB) defines the term “cryptocurrency” as “(…) 

7  Referring to his research on Bitcoin, Stroukal (2018:41) emphasises that the immediate transaction costs 
are indeed low, but he also considers “hidden costs”, concretely “direct transaction fees, bounties paid to 
miners, and increased risk”.
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a type of unregulated, digital money, which is issued and usually controlled by 
its developers, and used and accepted among the members of a specific virtual 
community” (ECB 2012). This is also followed by Söderberg (2018:1), who speaks 
of “(...) digital units that are created and transferred between the users through 
the use of cryptography”.8 There are now more than 10,000 of these unregulated 
phenomena on the market,9 and the variety of variants is remarkable. There are 
eMoney, stablecoins, crypto-assets, tokenised bank deposits, tokenised financial 
assets and others, and thus it is a “rich landscape“ (Halaburda et al. 2022:107) of 
different forms not all of which are covered by the definition of crypto-assets. For 
the purposes of our considerations, we will leave it at this: there is a wealth of 
media in the digital sphere that can at least partially fulfil monetary functions and 
which – sometimes more, sometimes less justifiably – are generally referred to as 
“digital currencies”.

Regarding the technological side of the monetary systems, so far central bank 
money is only available to citizens as cash; undertakings and citizens hold their 
accounts at commercial banks, which are supplied with central bank money by 
the central bank. Citizens and businesses can carry out transactions only through 
the network of these private intermediaries. For our question, which is orientated 
towards functional aspects of money, it is initially not analytically necessary to 
distinguish between the central bank money available to citizens in the narrower 
sense – i.e. cash – and the claims on the accounts of financial intermediaries. The 
latter are also denominated in the units of a corresponding central bank currency. 
It is due to the architecture of the monetary system that a distinction can be made 
between ‘real’ central bank money and claims expressed in central bank money 
units. We will return to this later.

With regard to the architecture of the monetary system, the background of 
cryptocurrencies is correspondingly different, as the level of commercial banks 
is eliminated and transfers among the participants of a community are possible 
directly as a peer-to-peer procedure. This is generally faster and also cheaper 
(IMF 2021:5). This means that cryptocurrencies also move outside of the usually 
nationally determined currency areas and are in principle global: instead of a 
local community, they are a “virtual community of interest” (Nishibe 2020:315). 
Cryptocurrencies “(...) can be distributed much more widely, including across devices 
and borders“ (IMF 2021:6). They can be monetised, but they only exist digitally and 
are not realised physically. 

8  The technical side of the cryptographic process in the narrower sense is not our topic. Most crypto-assets are 
based on the blockchain, but not all are (such as lota). In the context being considered here, the technology 
itself – distributed ledger technology – is essentially unimportant because, in theory, any medium that 
satisfies certain functional characteristics can be classified as money.

9  It is important to bear in mind that this number has grown with astonishing dynamism so far. Söderberg 
(2018) still mentioned about only 1,500.
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The technological background is provided by decentralised networks. The founder of 
bitcoin, known under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, is often quoted as saying 
that cryptocurrencies are “(...) a new electronic cash system that uses a peer-to-peer 
network to prevent double-spending (...)” that is “(...) completely decentralised with 
no server or central authority” (quoted after Luther – Smith 2020:433).

Cryptocurrencies are not legal tender and therefore lack an important stabiliser 
mechanism for acceptance. Media that are declared a public means of payment 
thus have a critical mass per se, in which corresponding network externalities 
unfold.10 Cryptocurrencies may appear in connection with existing communities, 
but the use there is then already restricted by the scope of this community, and 
possibly also within it. Brunnermeier et al. (2019:19) accordingly mention “digital 
currency areas”, which only exist within a corresponding, non-state network. The 
respective cryptocurrencies thus gain their stability exclusively from the quality of 
this network: First of all, exclusively through acceptance as a medium of exchange 
by a critical mass of participants for whom the volatility risk plays a relatively minor 
role in relation to central bank currencies. They are decoupled from state power and 
they are also decoupled from the economic performance of a currency area. These 
communities thus work differently from traditional currency areas in the sense of 
Mundell (1961). It can therefore be said that they are generally more volatile than 
central bank currencies. The less they are backed by real values or pegged to central 
bank currencies, and the more volatile they are, the more they have a “(...) dynamic 
instability problem: it may suddenly lose its transaction value if people believe that 
in the future, others will not accept it in exchange” (Brunnermeier et al. 2019:24). 

While central banks can in principle create fiat money in unlimited quantities,11 
the possible quantity of cryptocurrencies produced through so-called “mining” 
can be technically limited due to the very mathematical procedure, the encryption 
technology, which defines them and precludes counterfeiting at the same time. 
This endogenous, ‘technical scarcity’ is a remarkable parallel to metallism in money 
creation (see Sanderson 2015; Cesarano 2014). Söderberg (2018:2) therefore speaks 
of “digital metallism” with reference to Maurer et al. (2013).

With regard to any cashless operation, the security of money in a central bank 
currency system – e.g. securing ownership of accounts, clearing procedures, banking 
secrecy, etc. – is left to the intermediaries, while the counterfeit-proofing of cash 
and the stability of the currency itself is provided by the promise of a central bank.12 

10  This stability is internalised by cryptocurrencies that are backed by (possibly several) central bank currencies. 
They absorb their stability and are called, very obviously, stablecoins.

11  This is a technical possibility, but there are practical limits to it. The practical limit can only be denied on the 
assumption that there is no connection between the money supply and the value of money (see footnote 5).

12  Of course, the relevant intermediaries are not completely left to their own devices. In developed economies, 
they are de facto subject to corresponding bodies of public control, and misconduct would also be penalised 
by the market, at least as long as there is relevant competition.
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A cryptocurrency offers greater security against access by third parties, including 
the state itself: private “wallets”, in which the quantities of units of the respective 
cryptocurrency, each with defined property rights, are stored instead of accounts 
in commercial banks.13

Not least because of these aforementioned functional differences compared 
to central bank money, there is also a significant difference in terms of the 
performance of crypto-assets. Their value relative to central bank currencies 
generally fluctuates considerably. The aspect of relative performance draws the 
attention to competition. The following section is dedicated to this.

3.3. Cryptocurrencies and currency competition
Currency competition is a widely studied field. Without being able to go into this 
in depth here (for an overview, see e.g. Cohen 2015, also Karau 2022; Mayer – 
Bofinger 2023), we focus on the complementation of functionality in this context. 
Just a few remarks to clarify the background must suffice.

Competitive relationships between currencies can develop due to the fact that 
currencies represent complex solutions to problems (see e.g. Gerba – Rubio 2019). 
Each individual monetary function can be understood as a partial solution. Hence, 
we assume that for example for the store of value function, a currency will be 
favoured that is relatively more likely to fulfil this function (see below). In principle, 
currencies fulfil all three functions, which are interdependent, as long as they are 
stable. In addition to the fact that the means of exchange used within a currency 
area is prescribed in principle, the stability of a currency is, of course, influenced by 
a large number of factors that go beyond its sheer functionality. For example, the 
size and performance of the respective economic area or trading habits, however 
justified and enforced.

However, competition always arises for currencies as soon as money owners decide 
in which currency they want to hold their money. Whenever it comes to “holding”, 
the function of the “store of value” becomes dominant and the respective owners 
will ask themselves which medium serves this goal best. This can be a (central bank) 
currency – which is why one or more foreign currencies are usually a component of 
the portfolio in asset management – but it does not have to be. However, currently, 
crypto-assets come into focus with this problem.

13  At first glance, such wallets appear to be more secure against access by third parties. This may be true 
for many users, but there are also counterexamples. In March 2023, for example, the US government 
confiscated bitcoins (see Redman 2023). These wallets are therefore not completely “watertight”. However, 
if the argument put forward by most central banks and numerous experts in this discussion that many 
criminal activities are carried out with cryptocurrencies is to be taken seriously, the possibilities of state 
observation and intervention will have to be assessed as relatively limited.
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The fact that crypto-assets known in everyday language as “cryptocurrencies” are 
not actually money in the stricter sense does not mean that this new phenomenon 
does not influence currency competition under the conditions of digitalisation. 
According to Brunnermeier et al. (2019), digitalisation leads to a differentiation of 
monetary competition with regard to different monetary functions. 

How this differentiation unfolds can be explained with reference to Gresham’s Law: 
If two different types of money are in circulation – in the classic case silver coins and 
gold coins – which have the same denomination and can be exchanged one-to-one, 
the currency that is considered to be a poorer store of value will stay in circulation 
as medium of exchange, while the other, which is considered to be a better store 
of value, is then hoarded accordingly (see e.g. Horváth 2022:543). Accordingly, 
because one type of money is not competitive in the long term with regard to one 
certain money function, a crowding-out effect occurs.

While the crowding-out effect in the example with cash unfolds due to a preference 
with regard to the expected relatively better fulfilment of the store of value function, 
the situation becomes much more complex under digital conditions. This is because, 
in principle, relative preferences for certain functions can come into play wherever 
exchange is not carried out using cash. Digital money or central bank money may 
be preferred for certain functions and, hence digital currencies “(…) could threaten 
individual countries’ monetary sovereignty by displacing domestic currencies” (Auer 
et al. 2021:9). 

Specifically, what functions might these be? If, as established above, on the one 
hand, there are necessary preconditions for any medium to serve as money (see 
section 2.1) and, on the other hand, private digital currencies can neither be 
enforced by the state nor is their value linked to the economic performance of a 
currency area,14 then, from a functional perspective, we assume three drivers for a 
preferential use to remain (for similar arguments, see e.g. Mayer – Bofinger 2023):

(1)  The scope of indirect network effects as a (self-enforcing) prerequisite for general 
acceptance. These are a crucial prerequisite for anything to be able to function 
as a medium of exchange at all.

(2)  The relative weight of the assumption/expectation that a medium is relatively 
better suited as a store of value.

(3)   Technical possibilities that digitalisation offers – beyond the previous possibilities 
of cashless payment and savings.

14  As mentioned above, stablecoins occupy an intermediate position in this respect. For the purposes of our 
considerations, we make no further distinctions in this regard.
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Following the example of Gresham’s Law, a crypto-asset could potentially considered as 
an alternative to inflationary central bank currencies.15 Even in this perspective, if only 
means of payment denominated in central bank currencies are money in the stricter 
sense, a competitive relationship still unfolds. It is not exactly the same situation as a 
competitive relationship between (a minimum of two) central bank currencies, one of 
which is relatively more stable and the other relatively more inflationary. Nevertheless, 
the effect on the relatively weaker medium is the same. And as long as certain 
crypto-assets are also used as a medium of exchange within certain communities 
and can be converted into central bank money if necessary, the process described 
here is also more similar to currency competition than other forms of asset inflation.

Of course, crypto-assets and central bank currencies start from a very different 
basis. The unfolding of indirect network effects is partly inhibited by the sheer fact 
of public issuance. Although cryptocurrencies are global per se, they are fragmented 
by different spaces of public regulation and other technical obstacles. In this respect, 
a complex regulatory problem arises with regard to the important question of 
convertibility, which sets corresponding limits to the success of cryptocurrencies 
in one or the other functional area. Other barriers that are relevant for traditional 
currencies, such as exchange costs, are eroded by the possibilities of digital 
technology, at least as long as we are talking about use in the digital realm, i.e. 
non-cash. Exchange costs would be in principle lower, because the exchange of 
digital currencies not only takes place without time expenditure, but also lacks a 
third party to whom fees might have to be paid (see Brunnermeier et al. 2019:11).

With regard to the store of value function, there is thus a potential effect of the 
existence of cryptocurrencies that is not dissimilar to international currency 
competition. The volume of claims expressed in cryptocurrency measured in units 
of a central bank currency alone should make this clear.16 At first glance, however, 
other functions seem to remain unaffected, such as the fact that a cryptocurrency 
would in some way be better suited as a medium of exchange than “real” central 
bank money, i.e. cash, or – for the sake of completeness – claims expressed in 
central bank money units at the corresponding intermediaries. However, the 
aforementioned effects and the potential of digital technology seem to be given 
such weight by central banks that they have invested heavily in considerations for 
the creation of central bank digital currencies.

15  In this case, this means that the less secure it is considered to be in the long term to hold values in a central 
bank currency because it is inflating or there is a corresponding expectation of inflation, the more likely it is 
that the central bank money will no longer be used as a store of value but will be invested in corresponding 
assets; the relatively less valuable medium will then continue to circulate. This logic is just as inherent to 
money as the phenomenon of asset inflation mentioned here is an empirical commonplace.

16  Of course, it is another matter whether crypto-assets will fulfil their function as a store of value, not 
least because they are undoubtedly more volatile in the short term compared to central bank money. As 
Brunnermeier et al. (2019, 24) put it, they have a “dynamic instability problem”, which they attribute in 
particular to the problem of acceptance. Accordingly, it would not be inaccurate to categorise them as an 
object of speculation. However, it is not possible to make a clear distinction, because not only can central 
bank money also be used for speculation but depending on the term, any storage of value has a speculative 
character. See also the previous footnote.
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4. Central bank digital currencies

4.1. Preliminary considerations
Regarding the architecture of the monetary system, CBDCs would enable private 
households or businesses to gain direct access to a central bank account – similar 
to what was previously the case only for commercial banks. “CBDCs can be defined 
as a form of digital money, denominated in the national unit of account, which 
is a direct liability of the central bank” (Auer et al. 2021:3, referring to Group of 
central banks 2020). It would be “(…) an electronic form of central bank money 
that can be exchanged in a decentralised manner known as peer-to-peer, meaning 
that transactions occur directly between the payer and the payee without the need 
for a central intermediary” (Bech – Garratt 2017:56).17 The European Central Bank 
describes its idea of a digital euro as “(...) an electronic equivalent to cash. And it 
would complement banknotes and coins, giving people an additional choice about 
how to pay” (ECB 2023).18 There has been quite an intense debate on this for almost 
half a decade (see Auer et al. 2021; Agur et al. 2022; Panetta 2021a, 2021b, 2021c) 
and according to Boar – Wehrli (2021) by 2020, 86 per cent of central banks had 
already conducted research in CBDCs and more than 50 central banks had already 
published their results by that time.

17  Bech and Garratt (2017) use the term “central bank cryptocurrencies” because of the underlying technology, 
but this makes no difference.

18  In principle, this idea is actually not new; Auer et al. (2021:4) also refer to the proposal by Tobin (1987).

Figure 1
CBDC projects around the world

Live retail CBDC
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Retail pilot completed
Retail research
Retail research and wholesale project
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Source: Auer et al. (2020) (updated on the BIS’ website in 2023)
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This allows for variations which affect both the technology and architecture of 
the monetary system. CBDCs could be token-based or account-based, and there 
are conceptions for wholesale or retail variations. The technological basis could 
be distributed ledger technology or the existing technological infrastructure (see 
Auer et al. 2021:3). However, the perhaps most important aspect regarding the 
architecture of the monetary system is that the role of commercial banks would 
then only be optional.19 This constellation would induce commercial banks “(…) to 
make their deposits more attractive and increases the costs of funds for commercial 
banks” (Auer et al. 2021:15).20 By adding a new form to the existing forms of central 
bank money the central bank’s reserves would be merged with CBDC, “(…) (b)ase 
money is extended beyond cash and reserves to a third aggregate state – unless 
reserves are simply merged with CBDC units by granting unrestricted access to 
reserve accounts” (Fiedler et al. 2019:17). 

What would be the essential difference compared to the aforementioned crypto-
assets? What advantages would a CBDC offer? The motives seem to be different 
or are stressed differently in different jurisdictions (Auer et al. 2021:7). The main 
difference would of course be the issuer itself. A unit of a CBDC would be a claim 
against a central bank, ‘backed’ by the state or states forming the respective 
currency area. It would accordingly be denominated in the respective national 
currency and could serve as a numéraire. It would be a legal tender that, unlike 
private cryptocurrencies, can be used everywhere for payment. Prima facie, 
therefore, there would – apart from the change in the architecture of the monetary 
system – be no difference at all to the previous central bank money in terms of the 
functions that money must be able to fulfil. It would be only the technology that 
makes a difference. So what is the point?

4.2. Motives
Central banks emphasise the advantages of CBDCs: on the operational side, faster 
payment processes, and even goals such as “financial inclusion” (ECB 2022). 
The European Central Bank hopes that a digital euro “(…) could foster financial 
innovation and improve the overall efficiency of the payments system” (ibid.).

On the one hand, it is an open question whether these aspects are a problem at all. 
On the other hand, arguments are also put forward, such as the need for central 
banking technology to keep pace with changes in the modes of payment because 
“(...) retail payments are (…) undergoing a disruptive transformation” (ibid.). The 
ECB thus alludes to point (3) of preferential use mentioned in the previous chapter. 

19  In fact, most central bank projects currently leave the commercial banks in their role. However, even just 
the technological potential for a shift in the architecture of the monetary system of this magnitude is a 
new dimension.

20  This summarised with reference to Andolfatto (2021), Keister – Sanches (2021) and Chiu – Koeppl (2019).
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The central bank would like to respond “to the increasing demand for safe and 
trusted electronic payments” (ECB 2022). 

The ECB thus attests a problem of trust with regard to the existing technical payment 
solutions. And although the demand for “trusted payments” is already increasing, 
the ECB fears that the only central bank money available for non-banks, cash, “(...) 
could (in a digital world) become marginalised as a means of payment” (ibid.). 
Correspondingly, it envisages the digital euro as an “(...) anchor of stability for the 
payment and monetary systems” (ibid.). This metaphor is probably intended to 
address points (1) and also (2) mentioned in section 3.3.

At the same time, a digital euro “(...) would also strengthen the monetary 
sovereignty of the Euro area and foster competition and efficiency in the European 
payment sector” (ibid.). The first part of the sentence is probably most closely 
related to point (1) mentioned in section 3.3, but only makes sense if we assume 
that there is competition with other media of payment. If this were not the case, 
then the ECB would be talking about its own sovereignty as an institution. This also 
confirms its statement that a digital euro “(...) would preserve the role of central 
bank money as a stabilising force of the payments system” (ibid. p.2). The argument 
behind the assumption that a digital euro would foster competition in the European 
payment does not need concern us here.

Chen et al. (2022, see below) provide an international an empirically backed 
overview of the numerous motives. Reviewing the relevant Hungarian literature, a 
fivefold categorisation of the motives for introducing CBDCs unfolds.

First, the introduction of central bank digital currencies is viewed as an enhancement 
of monetary sovereignty (Fáykiss – Szombati 2021; Horváth 2022), or, in other 
words, the strategic autonomy of a currency area (Terták – Kovács 2022). The 
emergence of cryptocurrencies and numerous FinTech and BigTech companies 
(typically resident in the United States) allowed the US dollar to gain power in such 
transactions (see Fáykiss et al. 2021), and thus CBDCs are supposed to prevent the 
dollarisation of the respective national (or in the case of the euro, supranational) 
currencies (see also Kóczián 2022). 

Second, another international aspect of the introduction of CBDC would be the 
increased efficiency of international payments by enhanced interoperability, 
providing gains for both companies and individuals transacting across borders (see 
Boros – Horváth 2022; Müller – Kerényi 2022; Terták – Kovács 2022). 

Third, the introduction of CBDC would provide more and new scope for monetary 
policy (Fáykiss – Szombati 2021) and could potentially increase the efficiency of 
monetary policy (Müller – Kerényi 2022), allowing for direct monetary transmission 
in case of interest-bearing CBDCs (Kóczián 2022; see more on that in section 4.4). 
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Fourth, literature suggests efficiency gains in the banking sector, as CBDC 
introduction is supposed to enhance competition among financial institutions 
(Kóczián 2022; Kóczián et al. 2022). This enhanced competition is nevertheless a 
significant risk for commercial banks’ business models, and also elevates the long-
term risk of bank runs (Müller – Kerényi 2022). 

Fifth, fellow authors suggest that CBDC innovations should become ‘sticky’ by 
boosting financial and technological innovations in the private sector (Kóczián 2022; 
Kóczián et al. 2022; Müller – Kerényi 2022).

In their paper, Fiedler et al. (2019:9) have assembled the above arguments to 
some extent as “(...) higher revenue, efficiency of the payment system, traceability 
of illegal transactions, surveillance, upholding the public monopoly of money, 
countering competition” (Fiedler et al 2019:9). 

With regard to currency competition to be countered, it is then only the “efficiency 
of the payment system” which goes beyond the actual parameters of currency 
competition in the traditional sense. However, competition no longer takes place 
in the same way as in pre-digital times. Would the efficiency – to leave the critical 
aspect of network effects for these considerations aside for now – that would be 
achieved through technology increase the competitiveness of the CBDC and hence 
of the respective currency?

4.3. Currency competition through functional complementation
The emergence of (central bank) digital currencies thus provides an incentive 
to reconsider the set of functions money can have as described above. The 
categorisation, for example by Flynn (2018), provides a set of functions that is 
attributed to money itself (let it take the form of coins, banknotes, bits or bytes) and 
is interchangeably carried by the physical entities or digital signs or tokens that one 
calls money. However, with the introduction of CBDCs, a new, hitherto unexplored 
dimension of monetary functionality arises: namely, that of technological 
competition. What does this mean?

While currency competition is not a new phenomenon (see e.g. Eichengreen 
2005), before the digital revolution, this kind of competition was not based on 
the technological or other physical characteristics of money – we are not talking 
here about precious metal currencies, but about modern fiat money systems – 
(coins, banknotes, scriptural money) itself. Quite the contrary: the decisive factors 
of currency competition were, among other things, as mentioned above, the 
general economic performance of the currency area, the set of characteristics of 
the respective money suppliers, i.e. the architecture of the money system, and 
the choice of the exchange rate regime (Endres 2009). One should state here 
that a claim against a central bank expressed in monetary units is always ‘backed’ 
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by a state. It is hence the interplay between the competitive performance of an 
economy, the reliability of monetary and economic policy and the sustainability 
or realism of fiscal policy which influence the relative advantage of one currency 
to another. In any form of fiat money system, the physical form of money, i.e. its 
technology in the narrower sense, did not play a role. 

However, with the technological progress in past decades, the set of factors of 
competition now include the technology itself that lies behind the functioning of 
the respective CBDC. This technology may become a factor of interstate currency 
competition on the one hand and of competition with crypto-assets as well. This 
does not create a new monetary function, but it does add a new technological 
dimension to the existing ones. First and foremost, this concerns the function of a 
medium of exchange. Only if we take this complement seriously does the European 
Central Bank’s argument make sense that it is aiming for “financial innovation” (ECB 
2022) and wants to improve “the overall efficiency of the payments system” (ibid.). 
Relatively cheaper, faster or safer transactions will make a currency more attractive. 

But whatever the role of commercial banks in a monetary system with CBDCs may 
be, a CBDC would compete with any forms of payment that are not made with 
“real but digital” central bank money, even within one currency area. The extent 
to which a CBDC could then actually serve “the increasing demand for safe and 
trusted electronic payments” (ibid.) better than the current intermediaries can is 
an open and initially technological question. Another question is to what extent 
a CBDC would be favoured in international transactions due to its technological 
advantages – such as guaranteed anonymity, speed of transactions, access to 
a central bank money account, etc. – and thus influence international currency 
competition, including competition with “digital currencies”. This is a theoretical 
option, but it does exist: and it is a novelty on this scale.

One might say that a kind of technological competition would become a decisive 
parameter of CBDCs with respect to the functionality of money.21 This characteristic 
lies in the technological realisation and the technological design of the CBDC itself, 
and it is partly independent from the traditional factors of currency competition. 
And this is an unprecedented phenomenon: never before has money itself carried 
such a function. We are still at a very early phase of the development of CBDCs 
and so far no universally usable CBDCs have been introduced. However, when 
developing CBDCs, central banks should bear in mind that this development will 

21  If a CBDC offers no functional advantages, introducing one requires other aspects of justification. Waller 
(2021:6) has drawn attention to this problem with reference to the US banking system: “I remain sceptical 
that a Federal Reserve CBDC would solve any major problem confronting the U.S. payment system”. The 
problems he addresses are easily transferable to other currency areas. We cannot go into the relevant 
opportunities, risks and trade-offs here, as this would neither benefit nor detract from the focus of this 
contribution.
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irreversibly supplement the set of functions of money known before. The following 
section attempts to segment the areas of impact of this new type of competition.

4.4. Areas of CBDC competition
In what manner technology serves as a new complement to money functions can be 
derived from the technological design of a CBDC. Chen et al. (2022) identify six key 
aspects of CBDC design: (1) the degree of interoperability, (2) the degree of central 
bank involvement in the operation of a CBDC (which we do not address in this paper 
as it does not influence (technological) currency competition by any means), (3) if 
the CBDC bears interest, (4) potential constraints on transaction amount, (5) data 
governance policy, and (6) underlying technology. In the following, we describe how 
the relevant aspects contribute to the pre-existing factors of currency competition.

(1)  Interoperability

Interoperability is a core issue of the digital economy (see e.g. Kerber – Schweitzer 
2017:40). In our focus, in simple terms it can be summarised as the ease of the 
flows between CBDCs and other payment systems (BIS 2021). It comes across both 
on a domestic level (i.e. flows between domestic payment systems) and on an 
international one (i.e. cross-border flows between international payment systems; 
Chen et al. 2022). The more interoperable a CBDC (both on the national and the 
international levels), the higher the incentive for its widespread use. This aspect 
is the actual core of technological currency competition. Its economic significance 
lies in the potential for lowering transaction costs (in the sense of transaction cost 
theory) for the users of such a currency. As relevant research has shown, it is useful 
in this respect to distinguish between the competitive effects potentially unfolding 
between wholesale and retail CBDCs. 

The extent to which the use of retail CBDC would be more convenient for the end 
consumer than cash, as Kóczián et al. (2022:9) assume, would first have to be 
proven in practice, especially since this aspect represents only one of a series of 
factors determining the respective preference, which first have to be determined 
empirically. Boros – Horváth (2022:511) have pointed out that “(...) the instant 
payment systems already in use efficiently satisfy customer needs”. Moreover, 
in view of the relatively small amount of cash in relation to the amount of fiat 
money or the central bank money as a whole (M0 according to Fed), it would be 
questionable to what extent this competitive element would really be decisive in 
the sense of currency competition.

By contrast, it seems much more plausible that the technological advantage of a 
CBDC becomes relevant in a wholesale variant by enabling direct payments between 
banks in different countries (see for example Boros – Horváth 2022:511) and thus 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap123.pdf#page=5
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a considerable reduction of previously unavoidable transaction costs (see World 
Bank 2022) can be achieved.

(2)  Interest bearing 

Jurisdictions where interest bearing (retail) CBDCs are issued have a comparative 
advantage vis-á-vis those issuing a CBDC that does not bear interest. This is actually 
not a form of technological competition, but the use of a traditional monetary policy 
instrument that goes beyond the concept of a CBDC as a digital complement to cash. 
Admittedly, this option raises a number of important questions that go beyond the 
aspect of technology addressed here.22

(3)  Constraints and data governance policy

We treat these two factors combined (while Chen et al. 2022 discuss these 
separately). From the perspective of currency competition, both factors represent 
a trade-off between efficiency and safety. Constraints on the transaction amounts 
contain a dilemma in themselves: while the aspects of ease and efficiency indicate 
that no constraints should apply (as these would cause a disadvantage vis-á-vis 
cash transactions), the aim of preventing illegal and illicit transactions speaks in 
favour of quantitative restrictions. Quantity restrictions are not only common 
when withdrawing cash, but also, for example, in transactions with physical gold 
for private individuals. 

Now, the option of quantity restrictions would of course be economically rational 
from the point of view of monetary policy, insofar as it could counter inflationary 
developments (i.e. savings could not be spent if inflation was expected). Ultimately, 
it is the aforementioned economic facts that influence the extent to which such 
quantitative restrictions play a role at all. If the monetary policy of a currency zone 
is stable in conjunction with the other factors mentioned, then there is no reason 
to limit quantities. If not, users could expect such restrictions. However, those who 
really care about the anonymity of their transactions will find a way to choose 
another payment method anyway, starting from the scale that is to be pursued 
at all. However, the aforementioned trade-off does not even have to occur, if the 
respective economy is competitive, if the monetary and economic policy are reliable 
and if fiscal policy is sustainable.

Similarly, a trade-off arises between granting users’ anonymity and limiting illegal 
activities. While the outcome is yet unclear and the debate on CBDC-related privacy 
matters is still ongoing (see e.g. Darbha – Arora 2020; Jabbar et al. 2023), these 
aspects will contribute to the competition between central bank digital currencies. 

22  Of course, the focus is primarily on the effects on the activities of commercial banks. There is a broad 
discussion on this, but it does not provide a uniform picture. 
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It should not be forgotten in this discussion that any data protection is always an 
object of politics and therefore never carved into stone, nor that anonymising and 
keeping anonymous any data is an extremely challenging technological problem. 
Anonymous data can also be re-identified (OECD 2020:10, with reference to PCAST 
2014). This is also a very challenging technological problem, but its role in the 
context of technological monetary competition also depends heavily on political 
preconditions.

(4)  Technology (DLT/CLT23)

The technology on which a CBDC is based is by definition the most relevant factor 
of technological currency competition. As both central banks and private actors 
are actively researching this matter (see e.g. Mori – Pizzamiglio 2023; Chen et al. 
2022), in this paper, we would rather not try to predict the emerging consensus on 
the technology (distributed or central ledger technology) that will become the most 
widely used. Ultimately, this is not about technological problems in the narrower 
sense: just as a contribution on the problems of a gold currency will probably focus 
less on casting technology. The question is to what extent the technological basis 
actually enables the additional technological parameters of currency competition, 
i.e. in the numbering here, above all (1) and (3). Whatever technology it will be, it 
will remain in the hands of a central bank for a CBDC and thus be inextricably linked 
to the aforementioned problems of the economy and politics of a currency area.

5. Conclusions

To what extent would a CBDC change currency competition? As we have shown, 
the new technology represents an additional parameter in competition. It is a 
new complement to monetary functions. This aspect is new in the history of fiat 
money, in which the technological properties of the concrete medium of money 
were basically irrelevant as long as all functional requirements could be fulfilled. 
In this respect, digital technology adds a new functional dimension and increases 
the complexity of competition.

Currency competition per se has been a widely accepted and researched 
phenomenon: so far, however, the stability of money was the key factor when 
assessing the value of competing currencies. Acceptance of a currency primarily 
depended on its stability, as both devaluation and revaluation affect certain groups 
negatively (Hayek 1976), while generally, unexpected and considerable fluctuations 
in the value of a currency increases transaction costs no less. This aspect of currency 
competition will exist as long as currencies exist, and will not become less relevant. 
Technological competition as a factor of (international) currency competition 

23  DLT: distributed ledger technology, CLT: central ledger technology

https://www.iasonltd.com/doc/rps/2023/cbdc_exploring_a_new_digital_world.pdf
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complements to the aspect of stability rather than substituting it (but with the 
possibility of influencing pre-digital factors of currency competition).

The technology becomes relevant primarily with regard to its potential to reduce 
transaction costs, for example through higher speed in payment transactions, in 
whatever way this is realised technologically. However, the fact that the digital 
version of a central bank currency can be used at all and thus become a competitive 
medium is linked first and foremost to its interoperability. In this context, it must be 
emphasised that a competitive effect through the new technology will primarily be 
able to enfold with the wholesale variant of CBDCs and, initially, hardly at all with a 
retail variant of CBDCs. However, for even if one CBDC is much more interoperable 
and easier to use and can thus be paid around the globe much more quickly, this 
does not mean that the other conditions that have always been relevant for a stable, 
i.e. competitive money would weigh less.

In this respect, the technological parameter is actually the relevant competitive 
factor, but it is ambivalent. Because no matter how much one may trust the 
corresponding data governance policy, data protection is and remains the subject 
of politics. Public pronouncements are one thing, the other is the extent to which 
they are believed and to which extent promises are kept. Last but not least, it is 
precisely the non-governmentality and anonymity of the private crypto-assets that 
is trusted by investors – even if this aspect is a trade-off to stability, the core of 
currency competition.24 In other words, it does not seem economically plausible 
that the technological superiority of one CBDC alone would sap the purchasing 
power of another currency, as long as the latter better fulfils the basic – traditional 
and pre-digital – requirements for stable money.

However, the complementing of money functions is thus remarkable in that it 
increases the complexity of currency competition, but at the same time increases 
the possibilities of political (governmental) spillovers. In this respect, it remains an 
open question whether digitalisation does indeed enhance the competitiveness of 
a currency. Especially, as central bank currencies – may they be digital or not – face 
competition from private digital money to a decisive degree not because of the 
technology, but due to their fulfilment of certain monetary functions. Thus, while 
technological competition has indeed arisen as a factor of currency competition, 
other factors such as stability and privacy still matter and might even matter as 
much or more. 

24  While this aspect is out of the scope of this paper, we highly encourage further research on these aspects, 
the link between the development of CBDCs and data protection and privacy issues. This is a question 
particularly worth analysing as anonymity is why cryptocurrencies are attractive to many investors and 
thus an aspect that can on the long run also become an element of currency competition. 
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